
A BETTER WAY
FOR EDUCATION RECRUITMENT
The first and only end-to-end 
CRM platform, specifically for your 
education recruitment business…
straight out of the box

Introducing game-changing innovation that elevates your 
recruitment experience, enabling you to make more placements 
with simplicity, speed and compliance built in. 

SIMPLICITY  – SPEED  – COMPLIANCE

Next Generation



DESIGNED BY YOU
The out-of-the-box CRM, designed and built 
with education recruitment consultants

Next Generation is the only CRM that offers a complete 
end-to-end solution for education recruitment 
agencies, designed to help your business grow by 
offering you simplicity, speed and compliance .  
Straight out of the box.

Created in collaboration with education consultants 
from across the country, Next Generation has been 
designed as a single platform that has all the tools and 
integrations you need to:

Our job is to enable you to take automation and integration 
and use them to remove all of your administration stress 
and save time, enabling you to make more placements to 
increase profits.

INTRODUCING NEXT GENERATION

START YOUR JOURNEY OF GROWTH TODAY
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Increase the speed and simplicity of every booking

Gain increased revenue growth

Deliver better customer retention

Through innovation and the creation of game-changing 
automation technology, Next Generation empowers you to 

do what you do best: Generate more revenue.
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BUILT FOR YOU
The single platform solution that helps education  
recruitment agencies make more placements quicker and easier

AUTOMATING RECRUITMENT GROWTH 

For your company to scale, you need a simple, unified 
toolset that connects apps, automates your business 
processes, delivers simple compliance solutions and is 
underpinned with stress-free timesheets and invoicing 
solutions, all in one central CRM platform. 

AND WHAT’S THE RESULT?
 
An efficient, aligned, and adaptable business that 
delivers a friction-free experience from candidate to 
job to payment process; no fuss, no worry, no add-ons.

From candidate matching and compliance tracking, 
to management reporting and data profiling, Next 
Generation has been built by education recruitment 
consultants to deliver a seamless solution that delivers 
time saving and increased revenue generation.
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INNOVATION THAT ELEVATES YOUR RECRUITMENT EXPERIENCE
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      The technology I have been shown by Supply Clouds is 
10X better than anything else on the market. 

Not only that, but they have also taken me through the 
development journey they have planned and I honestly think 
they will prove to be the biggest innovators in the Education 

recruitment landscape when it comes to technology.

Most importantly for us, however, they have built a system by 
validating each step via the people who are actually using it.

Karl Housley: CEO: PK Education
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STRATEGIC INNOVATION
Game-changing technology that delivers 
you better business outcomes
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Advanced Client Reporting

Live Booking Tracker

Automated Time Sheet to Invoice

Automated AWR Reminder

Time Sheet Sign-off Tracking

Automated Batch Invoicing

Advanced Compliance Search

Automated Booking Confirmations

Email

Candidate Document Upload

Dashboard Reporting

CV Management

Integrated Compliance Solution

Communication Panel

Automated Client Vetting Form

Candidate Portal (Web App)

Client Messaging

Live Booking View

Whole & Half-Day Bookings
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EDUCATION FUNCTIONALITY INCL

Bespoke CSV Capability

Automated Reference Chaser

Advanced CV Management

Candidate Native Mobile App
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Candidate Digital Diary 3

Automated Candidate Matching

2 Second Book App

MSP Direct 3
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SUPER  ACCELERATORS ADD

Mailchimp Integration

Gamification

Whats-App

SMS
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Teacher Video Upload
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FUNCTION ACCELERATORS ADD

There are many CRM systems on the 
market but choosing the right one will 
empower your business to do more. 

Because the Next Generation solution has 
been developed by, and for, education 
recruitment consultants, it delivers 
industry-specific digital transformations 
that will significantly speed up your 
booking process. You’ll increase win rate, 
drive growth, increase productivity and 
enhance customer service and retention.

ALL THE FUNCTIONALITY FOR 
EDUCATION RECRUITMENT

THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX,  
TO DELIVER EDUCATION 
RECRUITMENT AN OUT OF THE 
BOX SOLUTION
 
We’ve thought outside the box while 
developing Next Generation, and have 
delivered the first end-to-end solution in 
education that fulfils all of your functions, 
from front-office to back-office, in one 
simple, highly automated solution. 3Live Submission

Automated Booking Confirmation 3



A SIMPLE MISSION

Qualifying as a teacher at the age of 24, before becoming 
a supply teacher to help fund my entrepreneurial journey, 
it’s unsurprising that education recruitment has been a 
big part of my life.

When I had the idea for Supply Clouds, I 
was working as a day-to-day supply teacher. 
Anybody that’s done the same will relate 
when I say it was incredibly stressful trying to 
find the schools where was I was supposed 
to be working each day. 

This sparked more in-depth discussions 
with education recruiters across the country, 
companies with whom I quickly began 
to cultivate long-lasting relationships, 
deepening my understanding of how they 
operated. What became clear, was that older, 
legacy CRM systems were restricting their 
businesses, and that those providers were 
trapping them into using technology that 
simply was not fit for purpose. The platforms 
were old, sluggish, complicated, and super 
expensive. The worst thing, was that my 
clients had nowhere to turn.

Ultimately, this was having a knock-on effect 
on schools and teachers – an effect that I, 
myself, had felt during my time as a supply 
teacher – and I wanted to do something 
about it. My goal was to create an end-to-end 
system that is built by the consultant on the 
ground; a bottom-up approach that removes 
the monopoly that the ‘big two’ had on the 
education market.

At Supply Clouds, our aim is to free up 
education recruiters, providing them with a 
system that brings them into the digital age 
and gives them a competitive advantage, 
making them more money whilst improving 
the experience of their candidates and 
clients. In short, we want to provide a 
system that our clients choose to have – 
not the one they have to have.

This means no more five-year contracts. 
It means no more out-of-the-blue 
development costs and the elimination 
of long waits for customer service. It 
means no more feeling trapped, and 
an end to being bullied by suppliers.

My vision is this: an end-to-end 
solution that’s built by education 
recruiters, for education recruiters; 
a solution that brings automation, 
innovation and much-needed 
simplicity to the front of everything 
that education consultants do on a 
daily basis. 
 
 My vision, is the Next Generation.

Jon Scott - CEO & Founder
Supply Clouds
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My aim is to free up education recruiters, providing them 
with a system that brings them into the digital age

GAME-CHANGING AUTOMATION 
TO  MANAGE BUSY WORKFLOWS 

AND  DELIVER GROWTH
 

Automation is the solution that crucially sets 
you apart from your competition. With a 

finite number of hours available to you each 
day, you need a system that automates your 

workflows to increase the output of each 
and every recruiter. We’ve developed Next 
Generation with recruiters to deliver game 

changing automation that helps you to save 
time and make more money
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Make the switch to empower your recruitment  
team, with simplicity, speed and compliance.

We’re standing by ready to help you and your team 
transform your business. Discover today how, through 

game-changing innovation, we are changing the  
recruitment and staffing landscape. 

Contact us today to learn how you can take back more 
time and deliver increased revenues. 

Contact us for your free demo

The first and only end-to-end CRM platform, specifically for your  
education recruitment business.

0203 7693198Enquiries@supplyclouds.com

SIMPLICITY
SPEED & COMPLIANCE

SAVE TIME
MAKE MONEY
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